Abstract-Principal mechanisms of passive dynamic walking are studied from the mechanical energy point of view, and novel gait generation and control methods based on passive dynamic walking are proposed. First, a unified property of passive dynamic walking is derived, which shows that the walking system's mechanical energy increases proportionally with respect to the position of the system's center of mass. This yields an interesting indeterminate equation that determines the relation between the system's control torques and its center of mass. By solving this indeterminate equation for the control torque, active dynamic walking on a level can then be realized. In addition, the applications to the robust energy referenced control are discussed. The effectiveness and control performances of the proposed methods have been investigated through numerical simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the successive development of humanoid robots by Honda, various biped robots have been published one after another by manufacturing industries. Nowadays, it seems as if the robot's walking control technology has reached almost the stage of completion and the biped walking control technique is never difficult. The central problem of biped locomotion is shifted recently to how to create beauty and effectiveness in the robot's walking gait.
Many studies have reported so far on the gait optimization problem with respect to (w.r.t.) the system's energy consumption, however, definitions and opinions on the optimality are quite different. The unified concept has yet been established since there aren't any models which can exhibit an optimal gait. McGeer's passive dynamic walking [9] has been considered to be a clue to elucidate this problem, and recently some control laws and mechanical structure designs which are conscious of passive dynamic walking mechanisms have been proposed. Passive dynamic walking closely relates to dynamics based control (DBC), which suggests an ultimate analysis for the gait generation problem w.r.t. energy consumption. Energy tracking control proposed by Goswami et al . [4] is known as the first application of a passive dynamic walking mechanism to active dynamic walking on a level. Although this method cannot be called practical from the zero moment point (ZMP) point of view (see [1] ), the suggestion of the mechanical energy restoration concept is very important and this leads to the work by Spong [15] and Asano et al. [1] , [2] . These works are based on the concept that mechanical energy restoration which dissipates at every heel-strike instant is a necessary condition common to all dynamic gait generation. Self-excited walking proposed by Ono et al. [10] , [11] and ballistic walking by van der Linde [8] are also interesting approaches by under-actuated mechanism. The studies by Kajita et al. [7] and Sano and Furusho [14] focused on global physical quantities such as mechanical energy and angular momentum. Although it is very difficult to define the naturalness of gait and its explanations are different according to researchers, the common target of all of these works is to find a dynamic gait which achieves the longest movable distance with the shortest time by the same energy supply. Most of the previous works emphasize the energy efficiency based on their own results. None of them, however, clarified the problems on what the maximum efficiency is at all. It is necessary to compare the control performances systematically and objectively. Based on the above observations, in this paper, we reconsider the principal gait generation mechanisms of passive dynamic walking from the point of view of the system's mechanical energy. We derive a partial differential equation which characterizes a unified property of passive dynamic walking. This property shows the principle relation between the system's energy change and its center of mass (CoM). We then formulate and define the gait generation problem as a solution of an indeterminate equation related to the partial differential equation. We also show that our previous works [1] , [2] are special examples within this unified framework. In addition, we propose a robust control law using a reference mechanical energy trajectory. By using a global physical quantity, we can make the walking system robust without introducing any desired time trajectories of angular positions nor velocities. Although the exact definition of DBC is also very difficult, control approaches based on "trajectory-free" and "autonomous," i.e., "time-independent," are important for naturalness of gait and can be considered the key concepts of DBC. The validity of the proposed method is investigated through numerical simulations. Furthermore, analysis of the control performances of energy efficiency and robust stability is numerically performed by introducing some criterion functions. Based on the results, we theoretically clarify the problems on what the maximum efficiency is and what its necessary condition is. Throughout these studies, we suggest that, the dynamic bipedal walking cannot be realized by only applying the existing control theory but depends mainly on the deep understanding of the complex physical characteristics of the mechanical system.
II. MODEL OF THE COMPASS-GAIT BIPED
This paper deals with a full-actuated planar compass-like biped robot shown in Fig. 1 . Note that there exits a foot link whose thickness and mass can be ignored, and the ankle joint torque u 1 can be occurred relative to it. The model equations and its basic features are described in the following. 
A. Dynamic Equations
The dynamic equation of the biped robot during the swing phase is given as We assume that the inertia of the links and viscosity of the joints can be ignored and define the whole mass of the robot as
By setting the tip of the stance leg as the origin of the coordinate as shown in Fig. 1 
In this paper, we call X g simply CoM, and the origin O is switched to the tip of the stance leg at every just after transition instant. 
B. Transition Equations
The collision between the swing leg and floor is assumed to be perfectly inelastic. In this case, since the stance and swing leg changes each other instantly, there exist no double support phase. Following the law of conservation of angular momentum, we can obtain a simple transition equation of the angular velocity as
where _ 0 and _ + denote just before and after angular velocity, respectively. Please see [1] for the details of the matrices Q Q Q + and Q Q Q 0 .
[rad]
is the half inter-leg angle at the transition instant and is given by 
C. Mechanical Energy
The mechanical energy E of the robot is defined as E(
where P ( ) is the potential energy with the tip of the stance leg as a standard and is given by P ( ) = f(mHl + ma + ml) cos 1 0 mb cos 2gg: (7) Time derivative of the mechanical energy yields This section considers the essence of passive dynamic walking and describes its applications to active dynamic walking on a level. 
A. Analysis of Passive Dynamic Walking Mechanism
The compass-gait biped robot shown in Fig. 1 can walk down on a gentle slope from a suitable initial condition without any actuation as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the foot-scuffing during the single support phase is ignored. This style can be considered an ultimate walking motion from the energy consumption point of view, and this is also an ultimate DBC. By applying the passive dynamic walking mechanism to gait synthesis of biped robots, it is expected that natural and energy-effective active dynamic walking on a level can be realized. Some related studies have been reported so far. As an advanced study, energy tracking control proposed by Goswami et al . is especially excellent [4] . This is realized by tracking control for a constant reference energy which is obtained in passive dynamic walking on a gentle slope. By using this method, a stable limit cycle on a level can be generated; however, some essential factors such as torque pattern become dramatically different from those of original passive dynamic walking. For further discussion, the reader is referred to [1] . We must be careful to reproduce the principal mechanism of passive dynamic walking on the horizontal plane without destroying its properties.
As shown in Fig. 3 (left), dividing the nominal gravity g into tangential element to the slope g sin and normall one g cos , the tangential element is found to act as a driving force for the robot. By regarding this as an active walking on a level as shown in Fig. 3 (right), the robot seemed to be driven by the following equivalent transformed torque:
Su Su Su = (m H l + ma + ml) cos( 1 0 ) 0mb cos( 2 0 ) g sin (9) in the virtual gravity field whose magnitude is g cos . Note that, in this case, the angles are also chosen w.r.t. the vertical Y direction in Fig. 1 ; see the Appendix for details. The mechanical energy in the gravity condition of Fig. 3 (right) can be defined as where P ( ) is the virtual potential energy determined as P ( ) = f(mHl + ma + ml) cos(1 0 ) 0 mb cos( 2 0 )gg cos : (11) This can be obtained by replacing the angles 1 ! 10; 2 ! 20, and gravity: g ! g cos in (7), respectively. The constant-like torques can be considered the symbol of unconsciousness. On the other hand, the impulsive transition feature, without double-support phase, can be intuitively regarded as a vigor for fast and energy-effective walking. In order to get the vigor, the walking robot must store the mechanical energy effectively and exchange the support leg with the impulsive and inelastic heel-strike collision instantaneously. These two features can be considered indicators of natural and effective walking motion. Based on the observations, in the following we describe the gait generation methods proposed so far.
B. Virtual Passive Dynamic Walking
As the most intuitive method imitating the mechanism of passive dynamic walking, we have proposed virtual passive dynamic walking using a small artificial gravity called "virtual gravity" to the walking direction [2] . Active dynamic walking can be realized via equivalent torque transformation of the virtual gravity effect, as shown in 
See the Appendix for the detailed derivations. Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of virtual passive dynamic walking on a level where the walking speed is 0.60 m/s and = 0:0265 rad. We can see that the shape of torque and mechanical energy are quite similar to those of original passive dynamic walking. Spong has also proposed an energy shaping control approach [15] ; however, in our virtual gravity approach, the control inputs are more flat than his results. This property is very important from the ZMP regulation point of view.
This method can generate a dynamic gait very easily, however, since the control input is determined by (12) uniquely, arbitrary manipulation of some important factors such as ZMP cannot be performed. As a solution to this problem, another method has been proposed and is described in the following.
C. Energy Constraint Control
As another gait generation method based on passive dynamic walking, we have considered the imitation of mechanical energy restoration. Letting be a positive constant, we consider the following condition:
By solving (13) for the control input u u u in real time, the mechanical energy can be restored monotonically. We call this approach "Energy Constraint Control" [1] . The detail of (13) is written as
which is an indeterminate equation with two unknown variables u1 and u 2 . Therefore, the energy constraint control problem yields how to solve (14) for the control inputs u 1 and u 2 in real time. As a basic algorithm, this section introduces a solution using a constant torque ratio. We choose the torque constraint condition as
and, by substituting (15) into (14), we obtain the control input as In the case of virtual passive dynamic walking, following (12), the torque ratio yields u1 u2 = (mH l + ma + ml) cos 1 mb cos 2
By approximating this around the equilibrium point, we can obtain the nominal torque ratio as Fig . 7 shows the simulation results of active dynamic walking on a level by energy constraint control using the approximated constant torque ratio where the walking speed is 0.60 m/s and = 3:16. This method is superior in the sense that the gait can be generated by only selecting of and , and the ZMP can also be manipulated arbitrarily by controlling the ankle torque. However, rationality of the constraint condition of (13) is not clear. Based on the observations, in Section IV, we will investigate the energy restoration mechanism more strictly.
IV. FORMULATION OF THE GAIT GENERATION PROBLEM
Based on the above studies, this section reconsiders the mechanical energy restoration mechanism more strictly and formulates the biped gait generation problem.
A. Energy Restoration Mechanism Revisited
Following (8) and (12), the mechanical energy restoration rate w.r.t. time yields 
By taking into account (3), (18) can be rewritten as
Note that (19) is a reduction from a three-input-three-output relation Su Su Su ! _ of (8) to single-input-single-output (SISO) relation
Xg, and this is achieved via concentration of the acceleration effect to the walking direction. In addition, following the relation
(19) can be transformed into
which suggests that there exits a homogeneous gravity element toward the walking direction, and this relation is always satisfied regardless of the existence of inertia moment and number of links [3] . Equation (21) concludes the results discussed so far because it includes the whole essential mechanisms of passive dynamic walking, energy restoration and gravity acceleration.
B. Formulation
By defining the gait generation problem based on passive dynamic walking as to obtain a solution u u u which satisfies the condition of (21), from (8) and (19), it yields how to solve the following indeterminate equation:
for the control input Su Su Su in real time or, in other words, how to divide the virtual gravity effect concentrated on the CoM to each joint torque as shown in Fig. 8 . In this paper, we denote the solutions of (22) as Su Su Su vg in the sense of reproducing the virtual gravity effect. We also call the gait generated by them as "virtual passive dynamic walking" uniformly.
In this section, as a method imitating the feature of passive dynamic walking, we consider a solution of (22) by constant torque ratio . The solution yields
We call this solution the "CTR formula." Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of active dynamic walking by CTR formula on a level where = 0:0265 rad and = 6:0. From the results, we can see that flatness of the control torque is realized, and thus we can conclude that it is very important whether or not CoM speed is included in the indeterminate equation.
C. General Solutions
Here, let us discuss general solutions of (22). Define the Jacobian of CoM J J J X which satisfies 
Therefore, a general solution of (22) yields
The second term on the right-hand side of (27) is the null space of the solution and the vector 2 R 2 is an arbitrary vector. The physical meaning of this term is not clear at present, and this paper does not investigate it. The first term on the right-hand side of (27) is equal to the equivalent transformed torque of the virtual gravity effect of (12) . Therefore, the virtual gravity control is found to be the following basic solution of (22):
We call this solution the "CoMJ formula." In addition, as is clear from the comparison between (13) with (22), energy constraint control is a solution approximating the velocity of the CoM constant.
V. ROBUST ENERGY CONTROL
Since the control formulation of (22) does not include any feedback factors for some reference trajectories, robust stability of the walking cycle is very weak as well as the original passive dynamic walking. Therefore, as a solution to this problem, this section proposes a reference energy trajectory tracking control utilizing the feature of mechanical energy behavior described in the previous section.
As described before, since the mechanical energy E changes w.r.t. Xg by a constant ratio, the desired energy trajectory E d can be chosen as a linear function of X g as follows:
where E 0 J is the desired energy value when X g = 0 in the steady motion, and this is determined uniquely according to . In this paper, the following asymptotic stabilizing control is proposed:
where > 0 is the feedback gain. Following (8) and (29), time derivative of the energy tracking error yields 
Note that the feedback system becomes autonomous here because the desired energy trajectory E d (X g ) is a function of X g . This keeps the property of autonomy, i.e., time-independent, as passive dynamic walking approach. Fig. 10 shows the simulation result of the CoM versus mechanical energy where = 0:0265 rad, = 6:0, and = 0:0. The robot starts walking from some initial condition close to the stable equilibrium point. In this case, the closed-loop walking system is equivalent to the one that is controlled by (23), and thus the gait converges to a stable limit cycle under the energy constraint condition of (21). Fig. 11 shows the results where = 10:0 and E 0 = 151:210 J. By the effect of the energy feedback control, the mechanical energy is stabilized to the desired energy trajectory. Fig. 12 shows the convergence of the step period where = 0:0 and 10:0, and we can confirm the control effectiveness. Fig. 13 shows the time evolution of the control inputs where = 10:0. The control inputs slide to constant-like ones as the gait converges to steady motion. Note that E 0 must be chosen correctly according to so that the torques become constant-like during steady walking. The detailed numerical analysis of the robust performance is performed in Section VI.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, by setting the control inputs as continuous-time signals, we exactly analyze the performances of the dynamic walking system and evaluate them using numerical simulations.
A. Robust Stability
In the previous section, robust energy control by CTR formula has been considered, whereas in this section we first consider the tracking control as a function of Xg, that is, to introduce a CoMJ formula. Let us consider the following condition:
We then have to derive a solution which satisfies both conditions of (21) and (34). Based on the linearity of these equations, we can obtain the solution by adding the independent solutions of (21) and (34). Robust CoMJ formula then yields 
One way to investigate the orbital stability of a limit cycle is to study its fixed point in the Poincaré return map x x x k+1 = F F F (x x x k ) [5] . As a natural choice of the discrete state x x x k for the Poincaré section, we can take the state at the transition instant, relative hip joint angle, and angular velocities at just after impact. In the case of steady walking, the relation where x x x k is a small perturbation around the limit cycle and rF F F is the Jacobian (gradient) w.r.t. x x x 3 . The maximum singular value of rF F F can be used to evaluate the robust performance, in other words, its smaller value means high-speed convergence of a cycle. Please see [1] for further details. Fig. 14(a) shows the change of the maximum singular value of rF F F w.r.t. . We can see that the maximum singular value decreases monotonically with the increase of , which shows the effectiveness of the energy feedback control.
Next, we analyzed robust performance according to the torque distribution. For each method, we respectively use the CoMJ formula for the main term and the CTR formula for the energy feedback one and obtain the solution as follows:
(37) Fig. 14(b) shows the numerical analysis result. The maximum singular value of rF F F decreases monotonically with the increase of . This means that the stance leg side torque, which kicks a floor, is more important than the hip joint one to increase the robust stability.
B. Energy Efficiency
Now we analyze the energy efficiency of the controlled walking system. Let T s be the steady step period and p J/s the average input power, which is defined as
The average walking speed v m/s is also defined as
where 1X g := X g (T 0 )0X g (0 + ) m is the steady value of the change of horizontal CoM position and is equal to the steady step length. Based on these definitions, the energy efficiency is defined as v=p m/J [13] , [10] . This means the movable distance in the same energy supply and is a spatial criterion. Fig. 15 shows the result of walking speed v versus efficiency v=p by changing the virtual slope angle in (28). In this figure, v increases and v=p decreases monotonically with the increase of . There exists a tradeoff between v and v=p. For larger values of , the robot system exhibits period-doubling bifurcation [5] . We further consider the performances w.r.t. the torque distribution by using the CTR formula of (23). Fig. 16 shows the numerical results, where (a) v=p and (b) v w.r.t. correspond to three different values of virtual slope angle rad, respectively. We can see that both of them increase monotonically with the increase of and saturate each maximum value. In the following, we will consider this reason theoretically. Note that, for the definite integral of an absolute function to calculate p, the following relations hold:
The equality holds in (40) iff _ 1 0 and _ 1 0 _ 2 0 because u1 and Fig . 18 shows the stick diagrams. We can see that a larger creates a smarter walking pattern without flinging up the swing leg wastefully.
The equality holds in (41) iff _ E 0. Therefore, monotonic mechanical energy restoration is found to be a necessary condition for energy-effective dynamic walking [1] . Furthermore, under the assumption that _ Xg 0, the following relation holds:
Therefore, monotonic energy restoration w.r.t. X g is also found as a necessary condition because dXg 0.
Following (39) and (42), we can analytically obtain the relation v p 1 M g tan (44) and the right-hand side is the maximum efficiency given by the solution of (22) which is strongly supported by Fig. 16(a) . In the maximum efficiency case, we must further compare the walking speeds. Fig. 16(b) shows the simulation results of versus v. We can see that v monotonically increases with the increase of . Therefore, we can conclude that the CoMJ formula is not the optimal solution but rather the CTR formula with the maximum because it can provide the best spatial and time performance of a solution to (22), which means that the active use of ankle torque achieves both increasing v and decreasing the ratio of p to v simultaneously.
More general measure of efficiency is the specific resistance: p=M gv, which is the output power in relation to the mass moved and the velocity attained. It is a dimensionless quantity [6] . In the case of The equality holds with the larger of CTR formula. Considering the range of , it can be said that the virtual gravity approach gives a higher performance for energy efficiency compared with the previous works.
The numerical analysis obtained in this section suggests that the motion of the stance leg kicking the floor is much more important than the hip joint control for energy-effective and robust dynamic walking. With the increase of , however, the ZMP condition becomes a serious problem. Fig. 19 shows the time evolutions of the ZMP where = 2:5 and 8:0. Although in the case with large , the average magnitude of ZMP is larger, its range becomes narrow. This result implies that whether the ZMP condition is critical or not does not depend on the adjustment of but rather on the mechanical energy restoration orbit [1] .
C. Discussion
The model of Fig. 1 is impossible to walk only by the hip joint torque only with = 0. As shown in Fig. 16 , the period-doubling bifurcation occurs for the smaller , and this implies the difficulty of gait generation. In this model, as mentioned, is about 6:0 in the case of the CoMJ formula [see (17)]. This is because the hip mass mH is large and causes large ankle torque. If m H does not exist, a stable limit cycle could be generated even if = 0. Successful results with hip joint torque only reported so far do not have hip mass [10] , [8] .
On the other hand, the virtual gravity control gives the simplest trajectory for mechanical energy restoration and can produce a high-performance dynamic gait, but this cannot be concluded to be the optimal one. Search of the optimal energy trajectory is left as the future work. As mentioned above, so long as we use the CTR formula of (23), the influence of the ZMP condition is not serious. In the case when using other trajectories, for example, energy tracking control, it will become a serious problem as we have reported in [1] . Since quadruped robots can make closed link with floor, the control torques can be generated w.r.t. the body link and ZMP problem is released [12] . This is the essential difference between biped and multilegged robots. How to overcome the difficulty in the biped case then yields the main subject. One candidate solution is to use a torso. Fig. 20 shows a model of the compass-gait biped with a torso which can exert control torques u1 and u2 w.r.t. the torso. Although it is difficult to generate a stable limit cycle while balancing the torso, this subject is worth investigating to realize high performance dynamic walking. In addition, in this case the average input power p is defined as
and is different from (38) of the model in Fig. 1 . As can be seen from this example, an optimal solution for a model is not necessarily the optimal one for the other models because the criterion differs according to the robot's structures.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, gait generation mechanisms in passive dynamic walking have been investigated from the mechanical energy point of view, and the biped gait generation problem has been formulated by deriving an indeterminate equation of the control input. As solutions of this indeterminate equation, we proposed a robust control design technique utilizing the characteristic of the mechanical energy behavior. The validation and control performances of the proposed methods have been confirmed throughout numerical simulations. The condition for the maximum efficiency has also been clarified theoretically.
Virtual gravity yields the simplest mechanical energy orbit of (21) which gives good condition of ZMP. Further study on the general case of the energy reference trajectories is necessary. A ZMP problem may arise, and how to overcome it will be the subject for the future study. As mentioned in the previous section, the consideration of a torso seems to be a worthwhile subject to investigate. In addition, neglecting joint viscosity is also an important problem to be investigated for practical use. Although some problems are left unsolved, the authors think that the properties given in this paper are important for high-performance dynamic biped gait generation. 
On the other hand, the affected force at each point by virtual gravity is obtained as
From the above equations, the equivalent transformed torques are obtained as follows:
Equation (12) is a detailed expression of (53), and (9) can be obtained easily from (12) by replacing the angle component as 1 ! 1 0 and 2 ! 2 0 , and the gravity component as g tan ! g sin , respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are numerous interfaces and communication methods between human and machines. A typical human-machine interface is to utilize input devices such as keyboards, a mouse, or joysticks. Recently, a number of biological signals such as electromyogram (EMG) [1] and electroencephalogram (EEG) [2] have been employed as hands-free interfaces to machines (e.g., see [3] - [5] ). In particular, the so called brain-computer interface (BCI) [6] - [10] has received significant attention. The BCI is a system that acquires and analyzes neural (brain) signals with the goal of creating a direct high-bandwidth communication channel between the brain and the computer. Such systems are envisioned to have huge potentials for a wide ranging areas of research and applications such as brain (neural) signal acquisition and processing, bioengineering, and understanding the underlying neuroscience, to name a few. For systems and controls research, advances on brain-machine interfaces offer intriguing opportunities and challenges, for instance, brain control of machines.
There have been several studies using hands-free inputs in controlling machines through brainwaves. For example, speed and direction control of a small mobile robot using brainwaves and small facial muscular movements was reported in [11] . In this study, beta wave amplitude of EEG, jaw clench, and eye muscle signal [electrooculogram (EOG)] are used to control the speed, forward/backward switching, and the direction, respectively. In the system of [11] , it is clear that the primary control signals for the mobile robot are jaw clench and eye muscle signals. The brainwaves are limited to controlling the speed of the mobile robot. The control objective was to move the mobile robot but without any specified or desired target positions. The paper did not report the success and/or failure rates of reaching the target positions. Bare [12] and Felzer [13] investigated wheelchair control using EOG and EMG, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report of wheelchair control using only EEG in the literature.
In this paper, we investigate and demonstrate direction control of an electric wheelchair using only EEG signals. In addition, we present 
